Reference code: GB165-0001

Title: Richard Adamson Collection

Name of creator: Adamson, Richard Colonial Policeman

Dates of creation of material: 1919-1920

Level of description: Fonds

Extent: 7 sheets


Scope and content: Accounts by a Palestine Police Officer of the Cairo conspiracy trial in 1919 and the riots in Jerusalem, Easter 1920

System of arrangement: Chronological.

Access conditions: Open

Language of material: English

Conditions governing reproduction: No restrictions on copying or quotation other than statutory regulations and preservation concerns.

Immediate source of acquisition: Received from Richard Adamson via the Anglo-Palestine Archives Project.

Related Units of Description:

In MEC Archive

Papers of other British Mandate Palestine Policemen include:
GB165-0044 Cafferata
GB165-0082 De Lacy
GB165-0101 Faraday
GB165-0240 Rice
GB165-0253 Saunders
GB165-0255 Scott
GB165-0281 Tegart
GB165-0224 Palestine Police Old Comrades’ Association
Please note that further accessions of papers relating to the Palestine Police may have been acquired after the compilation of this catalogue.

Finding aids: In Guide, Handlist, Archives Hub, Adlib